Local Option - Minor Modifications to OSPI-Approved Instructional or Leadership Frameworks

- One district or a consortia of districts submit proposals for changes to their OSPI-approved framework
- Proposal demonstrates a collective and collaborative district process that resulted in this proposal. District and association signatures required.
- Proposal provides details about the process . . . How were decisions made? What initiated the change? What practice will change in the district as a result of this change? How do you plan to communicate changes among principals and teachers? How will critical attributes be developed for the changes? How will this change affect your criterion scoring?
- District acknowledges they understand changes made to the instructional framework will impact longitudinal data views.
- District acknowledges there will be a cost to making this change in eVAL.
- Proposal includes:
  - Side by side changes – current and proposed (create an electronic template to provide consistency in review and accurate inclusion into eVAL)
  - Reasons/rationale for the changes
  - Research connected to changes
  - Scope
    - Districts cannot:
      - delete from OSPI approved instructional frameworks
      - add, change, modify, edit, reorder, or delete criteria
      - Change student growth components, rubrics, scoring range or student growth rating.
    - Districts can:
      - add language within a rubric row but cannot delete
      - add a new rubric row with new language but can’t delete a rubric row
- Committee approves the requests or denies the requests; may send back for changes, edits, or additional information
- District has the right to appeal the committee’s decision to the TPEP Steering Committee.
- Timeframe –
  - Submission for changes: January 1 - April 15 for the following school year
  - Small group to build a decision framework for modifications/changes
  - Committee receives submissions and comes together by May 15 for decisions
  - Report back to districts by June 1
  - Changes to frameworks documented and sent to OSPI and eVAL team by June 15.
  - Changes to eVAL and testing of changes – June 15 to July 15
  - District access to new changes August 1
  - First opportunity: Considerations in spring of 2015 for 2015-16 implementation
  - Costs - these are estimates for 2015-16:
    - Changes of language within the rubric row – about $500 of work that includes testing the highlighting, alignment data, data entry, edits, etc.
    - New rubric rows - more extensive – about $2000 of work. Make changes to each rubric, each note editor alignment button, self-assessments, artifacts alignment, report builder, highlighting, scoring, edits, etc.